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British Spies and Irish Rebels British Intelligence and Ireland, 1916-1945 Boydell Press The turbulent history of
English/Irish intelligence reinterpreted, using documents now available for the ﬁrst time. De Valera and Roosevelt Irish
and American Diplomacy in Times of Crisis, 1932–1939 Cambridge University Press Oﬀers the ﬁrst comprehensive study of
the diplomatic relationship between America and Ireland in the 1930s. The Irish War of Independence Gill The Irish War
of Independence was a sporadic guerrilla campaign which lasted from January 1919 until July 1921. The Irish
Republican Army (IRA) attacked the forces of the British crown with the intention of breaking Britain's will to rule
Ireland. This campaign paralleled the political eﬀorts of Sinn Fein to create an independent Irish republic. CounterTerrorism, Human Rights and the Rule of Law Crossing Legal Boundaries in Defence of the State Edward Elgar Publishing
ŠA deep and thoughtful exploration of counter-terrorism written by leading commentators from around the globe. This
book poses critical questions about the deﬁnition of terrorism, the role of human rights and the push by many
governments for more secu Democratic Vulnerability and Autocratic Meddling The "Thucydidean Brink" in Regressive
Geopolitical Competition Springer Nature This book investigates complex regressive dynamics in contemporary Western
democracies. They include not only severe polarization in domestic politics, but also eﬀorts by external autocratic
powers to co-opt the increasingly digitalized political processes in the West. The discussion on democratic vulnerability
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and regression has rarely been historically and theoretically reﬂective. The aim is to ﬁll this relative void by drawing
on classical sources to inform about the political anxieties and agitations of our present time as the Western world
moves towards new critical elections. The key concept of the analysis, a Thucydidean brink, refers to a critical point
where the attraction felt towards an outside geopolitical competitor becomes stronger than the political aﬃnity felt
towards one’s domestic political opponent. As political polarization, societal decomposition and the collusive
tendencies grow in strength, political factions and political candidates in western societies can be(come) drawn to
autocratic actors. Perhaps most alarmingly, the resulting nexus between democracies and autocracies can further
intensify mutual regression and form downwards-sloping spirals that are not ultimately under any strategic control.
This book draws from the experiences of recent elections in major Western democracies to illustrate the widening and
deepening underlying regressive tendency. Guarding Neutral Ireland The Coast Watching Service and Military
Intelligence, 1939-1945 Four Courts PressLtd Irelandâ??s Second World War frontline troops were the men of the Coast
Watching Service. From 1939-45 they maintained a continuous watch along the Irish shoreline, reporting all incidents
in the seas and skies to Military Intelligence (G2). They had a vital inﬂuence on the development of Irelandâ??s proAllied neutrality and on the defence of Ireland during â??The Emergencyâ??, as through their reports G2 assessed the
direction of the Battle of the Atlantic oﬀ Ireland and reported belligerent threats to the state upwards to the Chief of
Staﬀ of the Defence Forces, to the Cabinet and Taoiseach and Minister for External Aﬀairs Eamon de Valera. Using
unique Irish military sources and newly available British and American material, the history of the coastwatchers and
G2 combines to tell the history of the Second World War as it happened locally along the coast of Ireland and at
national and international levels in Dublin, London, Berlin and Washington. Of particular importance, the study reveals
in the greatest detail yet available the secret relationship between Irish military and diplomats and British Admiralty
Intelligence, showing how coast watching service reports were passed on to the RAF and Royal Navy Britain in the hunt
for German u-boats and aircraft in the Atlantic. The Black and Tans Pen and Sword They could arrest and imprison
anyone at any time. They murdered civilians. They wore a strange mixture of dark green tunics, khaki rousers, black
belts and odd headgear, including civilian felt hats. The Irish named them after a famous pack of wild dogs on County
Limerick The Black and Tans.Although they were only a small proportion of British forces in Ireland, they were the
toughest, the wildest and the most feared. They knew nothing and they cared nothing about Ireland. They were sent
there in March 1920 by Lloyd Georges coalition cabinet to make Ireland a hell for rebels to live in.Richard Bennetts
book is an accurate and authoritative account of an ugly and harrowing period in Anglo-Irish history a period that the
English have struggled to forget and the Irish cannot help but remember. The Intelligence War against the IRA
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Cambridge University Press Thomas Leahy investigates whether informers, Special Forces and other British intelligence
operations forced the IRA into peace in the 1990s. Massacre in West Cork: The Dunmanway and Ballygroman Killings
Mercier Press Ltd The deaths in and around Dunmanway in 1922 have always been shrouded in rumour and supposition.
This book seeks to get to the bottom of them. One thing is certain: Captain Herbert Woods shot Commandant Michael
O’Neill of the IRA on the stairs of Ballygroman House at 2.30a.m. on the 26th April and killed him. Who was Herbert
Woods and why did shoot an unarmed man? Who was Michael O’Neill and what was he doing inside the house at that
hour of the morning? What connection had this event to the killing of ten Protestants in West Cork over the next three
nights? Are they connected with the killing of four British soldiers in Macroom on the same day? What was the eﬀect
on the local Protestant minority? What happened after Herbert Woods and his Hornibrook relations were arrested by
the Irish Republican Police and disappeared? This book attempts to answer all these questions. Using previously
overlooked evidence it proves that the real story is a simple one of revenge. It directly challenges claims of
sectarianism and British involvement presenting a true story of these appalling events. The Cato Street Conspiracy
Plotting, counter-intelligence and the revolutionary tradition in Britain and Ireland Manchester University Press If the Cato
Street Conspiracy had been successful, Britain would have been proclaimed a republic by tradesmen of English, Scots,
Irish and black Jamaican backgrounds. This book explains the conspiracy, and why you have never heard of it.
Uncertain Futures Essays about the Irish Past for Roy Foster Marking Roy Foster's retirement from the Carroll
Professorship of Irish history at the University of Oxford, and recognising his extraordinary career as a historian,
literary critic, and public intellectual, this essay collection charts Foster's career while reﬂecting on developments in
the ﬁeld of Irish history writing, teaching, and research. Spying on Ireland British Intelligence and Irish Neutrality
during the Second World War OUP Oxford Irish neutrality during the Second World War presented Britain with
signiﬁcant challenges to its security. Exploring how British agencies identiﬁed and addressed these problems, this
book reveals how Britain simultaneously planned sabotage in and spied on Ireland, and at times sought to damage the
neutral state's reputation internationally through black propaganda operations. It analyses the extent of British
knowledge of Axis and other diplomatic missions in Ireland, and shows the crucial role of diplomatic code-breaking in
shaping British policy. The book also underlines just how much Ireland both interested and irritated Churchill
throughout the war. Rather than viewing this as a uniquely Anglo-Irish experience, Eunan O'Halpin argues that British
activities concerning Ireland should be placed in the wider context of intelligence and security problems that Britain
faced in other neutral states, particularly Afghanistan and Persia. Taking a comparative approach, he illuminates how
Britain dealt with challenges in these countries through a combination of diplomacy, covert gathering of intelligence,
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propaganda, and intimidation. The British perspective on issues in Ireland becomes far clearer when discussed in
terms of similar problems Britain faced with neutral states worldwide. Drawing heavily on British and American
intelligence records, many disclosed here for the ﬁrst time, Eunan O'Halpin presents the ﬁrst country study of British
intelligence to describe and analyse the impact of all the secret agencies during the war. He casts fresh light on British
activities in Ireland, and on the signiﬁcance of both espionage and cooperation between intelligence agencies for
developing wider relations between the two countries. The Scariﬀ Martyrs War, Murder and Memory in East Clare
Mercier Press Ltd In November 2008, Tomás Mac Conmara sat with a 105 ﬁve-year-old woman at a nursing home in Clare.
While gently moving through her memories, he asked the east Clare native; ‘Do you remember the time that four lads
were killed on the Bridge of Killaloe?’. Almost immediately, the woman's countenance changed to deep outward
sadness. Her recollection took him back to 17th November 1920, when news of the brutal death of four men, who
became known as the Scariﬀ Martyrs, was revealed to the local community. Late the previous night, on the bridge of
Killaloe they were shot by British Forces, who claimed they had attempted to escape. Locals insisted they were
murdered. A story remembered for 100 years is now fully told. This incident presents a remarkable conﬂuence of
dimensions. The young rebels committed to a cause. Their betrayal by a spy, their torture and evident refusal to betray
comrades, the loneliness and liminal nature of their site of death on a bridge. The withholding of their dead bodies and
their collective burial. All these dimensions bequeath a moment which carries an enduring quality that has
reverberated across the generations and continues to strike a deep chord within the local landscape of memory in East
Clare and beyond.. The Evolution of the Troubles, 1970-72 This book explores the evolution of the Northern Ireland
Troubles from an ethno-national conﬂict into an insurgency against the British state in Northern Ireland in the crucial
years of 1970 to 1972. The book combines the decisions of 'high politics' with the experiences of those on the ground,
for whom these decisions made the greatest impact. It tells the story of ordinary people caught up in extraordinary
events covering the evolving Provisional IRA insurgency and the British Army's counter-insurgency. Key areas covered
include: the Falls Road Curfew; Anglo-Irish relations; North-South relations on the island of Ireland; the fall of the
Chichester-Clark Government; the premiership of Brian Faulkner; internment; Bloody Sunday; and the suspension of
Stormont. The Treaty The Gripping Story of the Negotiations that brought about Irish Independence and led to the Civil
War Merrion Press Bardic Nationalism The Romantic Novel and the British Empire Princeton University Press This magisterial
work links the literary and intellectual history of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Britain's overseas colonies during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to redraw our picture of the origins of cultural nationalism, the lineages
of the novel, and the literary history of the English-speaking world. Katie Trumpener recovers and recontextualizes a
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vast body of ﬁction to describe the history of the novel during a period of formal experimentation and political
engagement, between its eighteenth-century "rise" and its Victorian "heyday." During the late eighteenth century,
antiquaries in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales answered modernization and anglicization initiatives with nationalist
arguments for cultural preservation. Responding in particular to Enlightenment dismissals of Gaelic oral traditions,
they reconceived national and literary history under the sign of the bard. Their pathbreaking models of national and
literary history, their new way of reading national landscapes, and their debates about tradition and cultural
transmission shaped a succession of new novelistic genres, from Gothic and sentimental ﬁction to the national tale and
the historical novel. In Ireland and Scotland, these genres were used to mount nationalist arguments for cultural
speciﬁcity and against "internal colonization." Yet once exported throughout the nascent British empire, they also
formed the basis of the ﬁrst colonial ﬁction of Canada, Australia, and British India, used not only to attack imperialism
but to justify the imperial project. Literary forms intended to shore up national memory paradoxically become the
means of buttressing imperial ideology and enforcing imperial amnesia. Proclamation 1625 America’s Enslavement of
the Irish FriesenPress When one thinks of slavery in America, the only thought that comes to mind is Africans picking
cotton in the ﬁelds of America. What many Americans don't know is that the Irish preceded the Africans as slaves in
the early British colonies of America and the West Indies. They toiled in the tobacco ﬁelds of Virginia and Maryland and
the sugar cane ﬁelds of Barbados and Jamaica. For over 179 years, the Irish were the primary source of slave labor in
the British American colonies. Proclamation 1625 is the unveiling of the true and untold history of slavery in America.
King James I's Proclamation ordering the Irish be placed in bondage opened the door to wholesale slavery of Irish men,
women and children. This was not indentured servitude but raw, brutal mistreatment that included being beaten to
death. The Irish were forced from their land, kidnapped, fastened with heavy iron collars around their necks, chained
to 50 other people and held in cargo holds aboard ships as they were transported to the American colonies. During the
early colonial period, free European and free African settlers socialized and married. Intermarriages existed in the
colonies for over a hundred years until the birth and evolution of white racism. The Irish and African slaves were
housed together and were forced to mate to provide the plantation owners with the additional slaves they needed. The
British abolished slavery in 1833. This act emancipated the Irish slaves in the British West Indies. America abolished
slavery in 1865. None of this freed the Irish to the degree they wanted because America had classiﬁed them as
'colored' and treated them accordingly. It was only after the ruling class accepted them as 'white' that they could
ﬁnally say: "I'm free, white and 21." Proclamation 1625 is for those who want to know the true and untold history of
slavery in America.... Ireland and the British Empire Oxford University Press on Demand Modern Irish history was
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determined by the rise, expansion, and decline of the British Empire. And British imperial history, from the age of
Atlantic expansion to the age of decolonization, was moulded in part by Irish experience. But the nature of Ireland's
position in the Empire has always been a matter of contentious dispute. Was Ireland a sister kingdom and equal
partner in a larger British state? Or was it, because of its proximity and strategic importance, the Empire's
mostsubjugated colony? Contemporaries disagreed strongly on these questions, and historians continue to do so.
Questions of this sort can only be answered historically: Ireland's relationship with Britain and the Empire developed
and changed over time, as did the Empire itself. This book oﬀers the ﬁrstcomprehensive history of the subject from the
early modern era through the contemporary period. The contributors seek to specify the nature of Ireland's
entanglement with empire over time: from the conquest and colonization of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
through the consolidation of Ascendancy rule in the eighteenth, the Act of Union in the period 1801-1921, the
emergence of an Irish Free State and Republic, and eventual withdrawal from the British Commonwealth in 1948. They
alsoconsider the participation of Irish people in the Empire overseas, as soldiers, administrators, merchants, migrants,
and missionaries; the inﬂuence of Irish social, administrative, and constitutional precedents in other colonies; and the
impact of Irish nationalism and independence on the Empire atlarge. The result is a new interpretation of Irish history
in its wider imperial context which is also ﬁlled with insights on the origins, expansion, and decline of the British
Empire.This book oﬀers the ﬁrst comprehensive history of Ireland and the British Empire from the early modern era
through the contemporary period. The contributors examine each phase of Ireland's entanglement with the Empire,
from conquest and colonisation to independence, along with the extensive participation of Irish people in the Empire
overseas, and the impact of Irish politics and nationalism on other British colonies. The result is a new interpretation of
Irish history in its wider imperialcontext which is also ﬁlled with insights on the origins, expansion, and decline of the
British Empire.SERIES DESCRIPTIONThe purpose of the ﬁve volumes of the Oxford History of the British Empire was to
provide a comprehensive study of the Empire from its beginning to end, the meaning of British imperialism for the
ruled as well as the rulers, and the signiﬁcance of the British Empire as a theme in world history. The volumes in the
Companion Series carry forward this purpose by exploring themes that were not possible to cover adequately in the
main series, and to provide fresh interpretations of signiﬁcanttopics. A Military History of Ireland Cambridge University
Press A major new study of Irish military history from the earliest times to the present day. Kevin Barry An Irish Rebel
in Life and Death Merrion Press On 1 November 1920, eighteen-year-old UCD medical student Kevin Barry was hanged in
Dublin’s Mountjoy Jail for his role in a bungled IRA operation in which three British soldiers were killed. To this day, he
remains a vibrant and celebrated icon of patriotic, idealistic death, his name synonymous with youthful republican
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sacriﬁce. His life was short, but Kevin was more than a hapless teen swept away in the revolutionary maelstrom of the
time. Here, Professor Eunan O’Halpin, a grand-nephew of Barry, accesses exclusive family records and other archives
to explore Kevin’s republicanism and the endurance of his memory, one hundred years on from his untimely death.
Kevin’s humorous letters show a rounded, irreverent and humane schoolboy and young man, while British records
conﬁrm his laconic heroism as he bravely awaited his inevitable execution. From his unique vantage point, O’Halpin
also considers Barry’s death in parallel with those other Irishmen who died for the republican cause within days of his
own, how his background challenged assumptions about those who fought for Irish independence, and the lasting
legacy of having ‘a martyr in the family’. Ireland and the Jacobite Cause, 1685-1766 A Fatal Attachment Four Courts
PressLtd "A close study of early eighteenth-century Irish politics questions both the 'shipwreck' of the Irish Catholic
polity and the unassailed march of the Protestant 'nation'. Irish Protestant unease during successive Jacobite invasion
scares and the imposition and maintenance of the penal laws show that they did not underestimate the potential of
the Irish Jacobite challenge."--BOOK JACKET. Scripture Politics Ulster Presbyterians and Irish Radicalism in the Late
Eighteenth Century Oxford University Press Scripture Politics examines the central role played by Ulster Presbyterians in
the birth of Irish republicanism. Drawing on recent trends in British and American historiography, as well as a wide
range of Irish primary sources, Ian McBride charts the development of Presbyterian politicsbetween the War of
American Independence and the rebellion of 1798.McBride begins by tracing the emergence of a radical sub-culture in
the north of Ireland, showing how traditions of religious dissent underpinned oppositional politics. He goes on to
explore the impact of American independence in Ulster, and shows how the mobilization of the Volunteers and
thereform agitation of the 1780s anticipated the ideology and organization of the United Irish movement. He describes
how, in the wake of the French Revolution, Ulster Presbyterians sought to create a new Irish nation in their own image,
and reveals the confessional allegiances which shaped the 1798rebellion. Above all, this innovative and original book
uncovers the close relationship between theological disputes and political theory, recreating a distinctive intellectual
tradition whose contribution to republican thought has often been misunderstood. _ Rebel Law Insurgents, Courts and
Justice in Modern Conﬂict Oxford University Press "In most societies, courts are where the rubber of government meets
the road of the people. If a state cannot settle disputes and enforce its decisions, to all intents and purposes it is no
longer in charge. This is why successful rebels put courts and justice at the top of their agendas. Rebel Law explores
this key weapon in the arsenal of insurgent groups, from the IRA's 'Republican Tribunals' of the 1920s to Islamic
State's 'Caliphate of Law,' via the ALN in Algeria of the 50s and 60s and the Afghan Taliban of recent years. Frank
Ledwidge delineates the battle in such ungoverned spaces between counterinsurgents seeking to retain the initiative
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and the insurgent courts undermining them. Contrasting colonial judicial strategy with the chaos of stabilisation
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, he oﬀers compelling lessons for today's conﬂicts"--Book jacket. The Republic The
Fight for Irish Independence, 1918-1923 Penguin UK A gripping narrative of the most critical years in modern Ireland's
history, from Charles Townshend The protracted, terrible ﬁght for independence pitted the Irish against the British and
the Irish against other Irish. It was both a physical battle of shocking violence against a regime increasingly seen as
alien and unacceptable and an intellectual battle for a new sort of country. The damage done, the betrayals and grim
compromises put the new nation into a state of trauma for at least a generation, but at a nearly unacceptable cost the
struggle ended: a new republic was born. Charles Townshend's Easter 1916 opened up the astonishing events around
the Rising for a new generation and in The Republic he deals, with the same unﬂinchingly wish to get to the truth
behind the legend, with the most critical years in Ireland's history. There has been a great temptation to view these
years through the prisms of martyrology and good-and-evil. The picture painted by Townshend is far more nuanced
and sceptical - but also never loses sight of the ordinary forms of heroism performed by Irish men and women trapped
in extraordinary times. Reviews: 'Electric ... [a] magisterial and essential book' Irish Times About the author: Charles
Townshend is the author of the highly praised Easter 1916:The Irish Rebellion. His other books include The British
Campaigns in Ireland, 1919-21 and When God Made Hell: The British Invasion of Mesopotamia and the Making of Iraq,
1914-21. Victor and Evie British Aristocrats in Wartime Rideau Hall McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP In the middle of the Great
War, Victor Cavendish, the ninth Duke of Devonshire, and his wife Lady Evelyn landed in Halifax in November 1916 so
he could serve as the governor general of Canada. Throughout the diﬃcult years of the First World War and its
aftermath, the new governor general travelled extensively, oversaw policy, presided over Canada’s rejection of the
British honours system, and walked a ﬁne line between the colonial authorities and Canada’s desire for greater
independence. Meanwhile, the duchess managed their home at Rideau Hall and fretted over propriety between her
daughters and the young male staﬀ who lived with them. In Victor and Evie, Dorothy Anne Phillips provides an intimate
portrait of a family at the centre of Canadian social and political life. Utilizing letters released in 2005, the
correspondence of an aide-de-camp, the duke’s diary, and other primary documents, Phillips constructs a detailed
inquiry into the family’s relationships with each other and with the prominent people they met. This volume details
their reactions to a number of dramatic events, including the conscription crisis, the Halifax Explosion, the inﬂuenza
epidemic, the Winnipeg General Strike, the Prince of Wales’s tour across Canada, and the courtship of their daughter
Dorothy by the young Harold Macmillan, the future British prime minister. An engaging account of politics, travel, love,
and tragedy, Victor and Evie presents the life of a governor general and his family during a pivotal moment in early
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twentieth-century Canada. Ireland in the Twentieth Century Dublin : Gill and Macmillan Fatal Path British Government and
Irish Revolution 1910-1922 Faber & Faber This is a magisterial narrative of the most turbulent decade in Anglo-Irish
history: a decade of unleashed passions that came close to destroying the parliamentary system and to causing civil
war in the United Kingdom. It was also the decade of the cataclysmic Great War, of an oﬃcers' mutiny in an elite
cavalry regiment of the British Army and of Irish armed rebellion. It was a time, argues Ronan Fanning, when violence
and the threat of violence trumped democratic politics. This is a contentious view. Historians have wished to see the
events of that decade as an aberration, as an eruption of irrational bloodletting. And they have have been reluctant to
write about the triumph of physical force. Fanning argues that in fact violence worked, however much this oﬀends our
contemporary moral instincts. Without resistance from the Ulster Unionists and its very real threat of violence the
state of Northern Ireland would never have come into being. The Home Rule party of constitutionalist nationalists
failed, and were pushed aside by the revolutionary nationalists Sinn Fein. Bleakly realistic, ruthlessly analytical of the
vacillation and indecision displayed by democratic politicians at Westminster faced with such revolutionary
intransigence, Fatal Path is history as it was, not as we would wish it to be. War in Peace Paramilitary Violence in
Europe After the Great War Oxford University Press on Demand The First World War did not end in November 1918. In
Russia and Eastern Europe it ﬁnished up to a year earlier, and both there and elsewhere in Europe it triggered conﬂicts
that lasted down to 1923. Paramilitary formations were prominent in this continuation of the war. They had some
features of formal military organizations, but were used in opposition to the regular military as an instrument of
revolution or as an adjunct or substitute for military forces when these were unable by themselves to put down a
revolution (whether class or national). Paramilitary violence thus arose in diﬀerent contexts. It was an important
aspect of the violence unleashed by class revolution in Russia. It structured the counter-revolution in central and
Eastern Europe, including Finland and Italy, which reacted against a mythic version of Bolshevik class violence in the
name of order and authority. It also shaped the struggles over borders and ethnicity in the new states that replaced
the multi-national empires of Russia, Austria-Hungary and Ottoman Turkey. It was prominent on all sides in the wars
for Irish independence. In many cases, paramilitary violence was charged with political signiﬁcance and acquired a
long-lasting symbolism and inﬂuence. War in Peace explores the diﬀerences and similarities between these various
kinds of paramilitary violence within one volume for the ﬁrst time. It thereby contributes to our understanding of the
diﬃcult transitions from war to peace. It also helps to re-situate the Great War in a longer-term context and to explain
its enduring impact. Labour in Irish History Lulu.com Arming the Irish Revolution Gunrunning and Arms Smuggling,
1911-1922 "Supply is so critical to warﬁghting that armies win and lose wars over it. In Arming the Irish Revolution,
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W.H. Kautt uses the complicated history of Ireland's revolution as a backdrop to examine in detail how the Irish rebels
acquired their weapons to ﬁght the most powerful army in the world and, ultimately, to obtain their independence.
While there are studies that examine various elements of issues and topics surrounding arms acquisition during this
period, none has done so comprehensively, or as more than just a backdrop to another topic. As a result, there has
been no assessment of these activities or their inﬂuences on the outcomes of the war. The republican movement in
Ireland created and kept a considerable number of documents, which have survived and are now available to
researchers. Within those pages is the story of the movement's successes and failures, a story that Kautt brings to life
in this book"-- A Short History of Ireland Cambridge University Press This third edition of John O'Beirne Ranelagh's classic
history of Ireland incorporates contemporary political and economic events as well as the latest archaeological and
DNA discoveries. Comprehensively revised and updated throughout, it considers Irish history from the earliest times
through the Celts, Cromwell, plantations, famine, Independence, the Omagh bomb, peace initiatives, and ﬁnancial
collapse. It proﬁles the key players in Irish history from Diarmuid MacMurrough to Gerry Adams and casts new light on
the events, North and South, that have shaped Ireland today. Ireland's place in the modern world and its relationship
with Britain, the USA and Europe is also examined with a fresh and original eye. Worldwide interest in Ireland
continues to increase, but whereas it once focused on violence in Northern Ireland, the tumultuous ﬁnancial events in
the South have opened fresh debates and drawn fresh interest. This is a new history for a new era. Napoleon's Irish
Legion Drawing heavily on the original documents of the Archives de la guerre, John G. Gallaher has written the ﬁrst
complete account of the storied Irish Legion, which joined with Napoleon to ﬁght England. Following the failed
Rebellion of 1798, hundreds of Irishmen ﬂed to the Continent to avoid imprisonment or execution. As part of his
planned campaign against England and Ireland in 1803, Napoleon authorized the creation of an Irish Legion to invade
Ireland in order to tie down British forces that could otherwise have been used against the main French invasion of
England. The promise of returning to Ireland with the French army at their backs brought many recruits to the Legion.
The Irish emigrants who enlisted in this special unit of the French army were Irish nationalists who intended to liberate
Ireland and create an Irish republic. When the anticipated expedition to Ireland never took place, some of the Irishmen
quit the army though the great majority of them remained to ﬁght for Napoleon. Battalions of the Legion encountered
the British at Flushing in 1809, fought Wellington in Portugal in 1810–11, and served with distinction at the Battle of
Bautzen and in Silesia, where after heavy losses in lesser engagements with the enemy, the Legion was ﬁnally
destroyed on the banks of the Bober River in 1813. The Legion was reorganized in the winter of 1813–14, but with a
dwindling number of Irishmen. With the passage of time the Irish became Bonapartists, and following the Second
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Restoration in 1815, the surviving remnants of the Irish Legion were disbanded. Until the end, the men of the Legion
did not lose their love for Ireland nor their hope that one day they would return to their native land as part of a French
military expedition. The Irish veterans of the Napoleonic wars were retired at half pay and most settled in France. They
had become French soldiers of the Napoleonic Empire. The Year of Disappearances Political Killings in Cork 1921-1922
Gill & Macmillan Ltd ‘Every spy who was shot in Cork was buried so that nothing was known about them. They just
disappeared.’ These are the words of an IRA commander recalling the War of Independence in Cork city. The Year of
Disappearances examines this claim and others like it. It uncovers a web of suspicion and paranoia that led to scores of
men and boys being abducted from their homes before being executed as ‘enemies of the Republic’ and their bodies
buried. While some of this took place during the War of Independence, most of it happened the following year, during
the so-called ‘Cork Republic’. The net result was to change the demographic of the south-eastern corner of the city for
ever, with hundreds of families ﬂeeing and up to ﬁfty individuals buried in unmarked graves in surrounding areas.
Using a wide range of previously untapped sources, Murphy shines new light on one of the darker episodes of
twentieth-century Irish history. Michael Collins and the Anglo-Irish War Britain's Counterinsurgency Failure Potomac
Books, Inc. How the British Secret Service failed to neutralize Sinn Fein and the IRA Small World Ireland, 17982018
Cambridge University Press A survey of 200 years of Irish writing, this book oﬀers analytic accounts of key Irish works and
authors. The Famine in Ireland Dundalgan Press A Popular History of Ireland From the Earliest Period to the
Emancipation of the Catholics The Irish Question Two Centuries of Conﬂict University Press of Kentucky The many
dimensions of the Irish Question, 18001922, constituted the most emotion-laden problem in British politics, often to
the detriment of other imperial interests—a Gordian knot only severed by the establishment of the Irish Free State in
1922. In this volume Lawrence J. McCaﬀrey presents a coherent view of the evolution of Irish nationalism since 1800
and the impact of the Irish Question on British culture, politics, and institutions. The emotional nexus of the Irish
Question was the religious issue, but McCaﬀrey believes that nationalism emerged from the attempt of the Irish
Protestant minority, supported by Britain, to maintain religious, political, economic, and social ascendancy over a
deprived and resentful majority. Although British concessions to Irish agitation removed many grievances—granting to
Ireland virtual religious equality, along with substantial social, economic, and political reforms—nationalism, often
frustrated in its attempts to secure reform and freedom, assumed an increasingly rigid position. Nationalists were not
willing to settle for less than self-government, and as constitutional methods failed to achieve this goal, violence
seemed the only other alternative. The bitter dissensions created by the Irish Question left permanent marks upon
British politics and institutions. The eﬀorts of two Prime Ministers, Peel and Gladstone, to resolve the conﬂict split
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their parties, thus contributing to political confusion and instability. But the Irish nationalistBritish Liberal alliance
achieved improvement in the condition of Ireland and speeded advancement of democracy in Britain. And the attempt
of British politicians to deal with the economic and social aspects of the Irish Question undermined laissez faire and
encouraged the progress of the welfare state in both islands. On the other hand, the challenge of Irish nationalism
sustained and stimulated the no-Popery roots of British nativism, making it an inﬂuential factor in politics until early in
the twentieth century. The Irish Question, McCaﬀrey believes, has particular relevance in our contemporary world of
emerging nations, wars of liberation, and tensions between majorities and minorities. Ireland oﬀers an early example
of the dreams of cultural nationalists becoming realities and of the sobering fact that ideological revolutionaries often
make poor practical politicians. Governing Ethnic Conﬂict Consociation, Identity and the Price of Peace Routledge This
book oﬀers an intellectual history of an emerging technology of peace and explains how the liberal state has come to
endorse illiberal subjects and practices. The idea that conﬂicts are problems that have causes and therefore solutions
rather than winners and losers has gained momentum since the end of the Cold War, and it has become more common
for third party mediators acting in the name of liberal internationalism to promote the resolution of intra-state
conﬂicts. These third-party peace makers appear to share lessons and expertise so that it is possible to speak of an
emergent common technology of peace based around a controversial form of power-sharing known as consociation. In
this common technology of peace, the cause of conﬂict is understood to be competing ethno-national identities and the
solution is to recognize these identities, and make them useful to government through power-sharing. Drawing on an
analysis of the peace process in Ireland and the Dayton Accords in Bosnia Herzegovina, the book argues that the
problem with consociational arrangements is not simply that they institutionalise ethnic division and privilege
particular identities or groups, but, more importantly, that they close down the space for other ways of being. By
specifying identity categories, consociational regimes create a residual, sink category, designated 'other'. These
'others' not only oﬀer a challenge to prevailing ideas about identity but also stand in reproach to conventional wisdom
regarding the management of conﬂict. This book will be of much interest to students of conﬂict resolution, ethnic
conﬂict, identity, and war and conﬂict studies in general. Andrew Finlay is Lecturer in Sociology at Trinity College
Dublin. The Colonial Conan Doyle British Imperialism, Irish Nationalism, and the Gothic Praeger Arthur Conan Doyle is
often perceived as the quintessential Englishman, patriotically devoted to the Crown and the empire's defender and
apologist. But such a relegation is both limiting and simplistic. This book examines how British imperialism, Irish
nationalism, and Catholic allegiance converge uneasily in his ﬁctions. It places his works within a colonial context, the
complexity of which is evident in his gothic tropes of shifting landscapes, disguised criminalities, spiritualism, and
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sexual anomalies and conﬂicts. In doing so, it challenges the prevailing view of Doyle as an imperial writer and
underscores the importance of colonialism in his ﬁction.
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